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Abstract—In INFOCOM 2010, Pietro, Oligeri, Soriente, and
Tsudik (POST) proposed an intrusion-resilient system with
forward and backward secrecy in mobile Unattended Wireless
Sensor Networks (UWSNs), where sensors move according
to some mobility model (random jump model and random
waypoint model). In the POST scheme, each sensor encrypts
its ephemeral keyK as a plaintext by using the sink’s public
key, and sends this ciphertext and the encrypted sensed data
by K. Although the POST scheme recommends the hybrid en-
cryption, it does not follow the conventional hybrid encryption
usage, i.e., the POST scheme is not necessarily secure. More
concretely,K must be regarded as a plaintext of the underlying
public key system, and therefore the POST scheme requires
at least one more encryption procedure (i.e, encryptions for
both K and the data) compared with the conventional hybrid
encryption procedure. In this paper, we scrutinize the original
POST intrusion-resilient system. We set deployed information
as a seed used for generating a random number (which is
applied for public key encryption). This procedure follows the
conventional hybrid encryption usage, and random-number-
leakage problem does not occur. In conclusion, we improve
the POST scheme from the viewpoint of both security and
efficiency without spoiling significant benefit points of the
original one.

Keywords-wireless sensor networks (WSNs), hybrid encryp-
tion, random-number-leakage problem

I. I NTRODUCTION

A. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are ad hoc networks
that can consist of a lot of sensor nodes and trusted third
party (sink). Each sensor is a small battery-powered device
with limited memory and computational ability, and a short-
range wireless radio. The sensors might be deployed within
a certain area and their activity is usually measured and
forwarded to sink. Much of the prior research for WSNs
included routing, security, powerawareness, data abstraction,
and so on.

A common assumption in most previous research of
WSNs has been that data collection is performed in a more
or less real time fashion. In such WSNs, a sink is assumed
to be always present. The sink is able to query the WSNs
in real time and obtain a reply. While it may well be true
that many WSNs operate in such general settings. However,

there remains a segment of WSNs and applications that do
not apply the real time model. It envisions WSNs operating
in unattended and hostile environments [1], [2], [3]. In this
unattended WSNs (UWSNs), the sink visits the network with
irregular and even unpredictable frequency. Consequently,
each sensor must retain its data for a considerable time.
Intervals between successive sink visits represent periods
of vulnerability. While the sink is away, the adversary can
easily compromise a number of sensors, learn all memory
(e.g., sensed data and secret key) and all communication.

To protect the sensed data or transmitted information,
many prior UWSNs schemes used cryptographic techniques.
As above, sensor resource is limited. Therefore, public key
encryption was shunned by the sensor security community
because of its high cost, and most cryptography for WSNs
is symmetric cryptography. However, recent developments
make public key encryption feasible on commodity sensors
[4], [5].

B. Intrusion-Resilience in Mobile Unattended WSNs

In INFOCOM2010, Pietro, Oligeri, Soriente, and
Tsudik [6] proposed intrusion-resilient system in mobile
unattended wireless sensor networks (WSNs), where sensors
move according to some mobility model (random jump
model and random waypoint model), called the POST
scheme. Briefly, the flow of the POST scheme is described
as follows: First, a sensor collects the data considered in the
underlying system. Next, a sensor encrypts its data by using
an ephemeral keyK, which is generated by the internal state
contained in the sensor. Finally, the internal state is updated
by using all neighbor sensor’s deployment information on
wireless network. Since an adversary cannot expect each
sensor’s behavior, the adversary cannot guess the ephemeral
key. Then, each sensor encrypts its ephemeral keyK as
a plaintext by using the sink’s public key, and sends this
ciphertext and the encrypted sensed data by the ephemeral
key to the sink.

The POST scheme handles forward secrecy and backward
secrecy, and self-healing properties. In the case of WSNs,
the three properties are important to recover from attacks
on WSNs. “Forward secrecy” is a property to prevent a past



secret information leakage from a present secret information.
If it satisfies this property, adversary cannot compute any
secrets used in prior rounds from present secrets. “Backward
secrecy” is a property to prevent a future secret information
leakage from a present secret information. If it satisfies
this property, adversary cannot compute any secrets used in
future rounds from present secrets. “Self healing” is a prop-
erty to recover compromised secret information. Thus, even
if adversary compromise node’s secret information, node
recover own secret information, and revoke compromised
secret information.

C. Problems of the POST scheme

Even if a cryptographic primitive is secure, the system
is not necessarily secure if how to use it is wrong. It is
necessary to use a secure cryptographic primitive in an
appropriate manner.
Hybrid Encryption : The POST scheme recommends hybrid
encryption [7], [8], where the encryption of the sensed data
is done by a symmetric encryption and the symmetric key
is encrypted by a asymmetric encryption. Hybrid encryption
is also known as the KEM/DEM framework (KEM stands
for key encapsulation mechanism, and DEM stands for
data encapsulation mechanism). In the conventional hybrid
encryption, first an ephemeral keyK and its encapsulation
C1 is computed such that(K,C1)←Encaps(pk), wherepk is
a receiver’s public key. Next, the actual dataM is encrypted
such thatC2←E(K,M) by using the ephemeral secret keyK,
whereSKE= (E,D) is a symmetric key encryption scheme.
The receiver can computeM such thatK← Decaps(sk,C1)
andM← D(K,C2), wheresk is a receiver’s secret key.

However, the POST scheme does not follow the conven-
tional hybrid encryption, sinceK is decided by the previous
round’s ephemeral key and all sensor’s deployment informa-
tion. So, we cannot provideK as an output of theEncaps
algorithm. HenceK of the POST scheme cannot be used as
an ephemeral key. So,K must be regarded as a “plaintext”
of the underlying public key system, and therefore the POST
scheme requires at least one more encryption procedure
(i.e, encryptions for bothK and the data itself) under the
conventional hybrid encryption procedure1. In the WSN
environment, the computation ability of sensor is limited.
So, it is desirable to reduce the computational costs as small
as possible. This public key encryption phase is the most
costly part of a sensor in the POST scheme, and therefore

1That is, for the ephemeral keyK of the POST scheme (computed from
deproyment information), the actual transfered ciphertext is(C1,C2,C3),
where (K′,C1) ← Encaps(pk), C2 ← E(K,M), and C3 ← E(K′,K). We
insist thatC3 is redundant from the viewpoint of both encryption costs
and channel capacity. Note that a ciphertext consists at least two group
elements in probabilistic public key encryption (e.g., the ElGamal en-
cryption). Although deterministic encryption (e.g., the conventional RSA
scheme [9]) can be implimented with the one-group element ciphertext,
such scheme never achieve semantic security. So, information of a plaintext
(the encryption keyK in the POST scheme case) might be leaked from the
ciphertext.

we reconsider how to apply hybrid encryption in the POST
scheme.

Random-number-leakage problem: In the encryption algo-
rithm (or theEncaps algorithm also), a random number is
chosen to guarantee the semantic security of the underlying
encryption scheme. So, the POST scheme implicitly requires
that each sensor has to choose a random number for public
key encryption. However, how to choose a random number
has not been clearly decided in POST scheme. Actually,
since the adversary can capture sensors, and can obtain
“all” internal states of captured sensors in the WSN usage,
the seed of each sensor for generating random numbers is
disclosed after a sensor is compromised. This means that the
node-capture adversary can run several attacks, e.g., state
compromise extension attacks [16] since random number
generation is started in an guessable/detectable insecure
state. Note that even the underlying public key cryptosystem
is semantic secure (i.e., any information of the encrypted
data is not exposed from the ciphertext), an adversary can
easily extract the corresponding plaintext from the ciphertext
when the adversary knows the random number which was
used for public key encryption. Even if the underlying public
key encryption is secure against chosen ciphertext attack
(CCA), there is nothing to take away this fact.

Recently, leakage-resilient cryptography has been consid-
ered [10], [11], [12], where an adversary can obtain a “part”
of the internal state (containing the random number) through
the leakage function whose range is bounded to some bits
(e.g., the Kiltz-Pietrzak public key scheme [11] is secure
as long as the leakage is sufficiently smaller than log(p)/2,
wherep is the prime order of the underlying group). In the
conventional public key encryption usage, leakage-resilient
cryptography is an effective countermeasure against side-
channel attacks (e.g., [13], [14], [15]). However, leakage-
resilient cryptographic schemes cannot be applied for the
WSN usage because a sensor has no tamper resistant hard-
ware. That is, there is a vulnerability of the POST scheme to
node-capture attack. So, we insist that this random-number-
leakage problem is quite serious in the POST scheme.

D. Our contribution

In this paper, we propose an elaborate methodology to
improve the POST scheme from the viewpoint of both
security and efficiency without spoiling significant benefit
points of the original one. We focus on the fact that the
POST scheme applies public key encryption as a “black box
manner”. Our methodology is totally different from the black
box usage, where:

• We set deployed information as a seed used for generat-
ing a random number (which is applied for theEncaps
algorithm), instead of the ephemeral key for generation
in the POST scheme.



• The actual encryption of data is done by using the KEM
key.

Namely, we pay attention to the internal state of the un-
derlying hybrid encryption, and this kind of approach has
never been considered before to the best of our knowledge.
Briefly, for the ephemeral keyK of the POST scheme
(computed from deployment information), we setK as the
random number (that is,(K′,C1)← Encaps(pk;K), which
stands for theEncaps algorithm is executed with a random
numberK), and the actual ciphertext is(C1,C2) only, where
C2← E(K′,M). Our methodology follows the conventional
hybrid encryption usage, and therefore we can reduce both
the encryption cost and the size of the ciphertext compared
with the POST scheme. In addition, our improvement also
captures the random-number-leakage problem by applying
the crucial advantage of the POST scheme, where the adver-
sary cannot expect each sensor’s behavior. It is particularly
worth nothing that:

• We improve the efficiency (both the encryption cost and
the size of the ciphertext).

• We repair the vulnerability of the POST scheme to
node-capture attack.

• We achieve the above results without detracting the
benefit points of the POST scheme (i.e., intrusion
resilience, forward secrecy, backward secrecy, and self
healing property).

We summarize our results in Fig.1.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we define system model, and KEM/DEM
framework.

A. System Model

Here, by borrowing notations [6], we define the system
model as follows. LetN = {s1,s2, . . . ,sN} be the set of all
sensors. At initial deployment, sensorsj position iscp0

j . At

round r, sj obtains datad j
r . We assume that sensors have

a common one-way hash functionH(·) used as a pseudo-
random number generator (PRNG), and assume thatsj has a
unique random secret seedK r

j which is chosen by the sink
and loaded onto each sensor upon each sink visit. LetKr

j be
a random number which was used for public key encryption
(Note thatKr

j “was” a random key which was used for public
key encryption of the actual data in the POST scheme).

Sensors are free to move over the deployment area
according to a network-wide mobility model. As in the
POST scheme, we consider two mobility models called
random jump model and random waypoint model. We
apply the functionscp← RANDOM-JUMP(cp) and cp←
RANDOM-WAYPOINT(cp,wp,m) to decide the sensor po-
sition at the next round, wherewp is the waypoint (next
destination) andm is a distance (i.e., all sensors move with
the same constant speed and can coverm in a single round).

These functions have been introduced in the POST scheme
(in [6] algorithm 1 and 2, respectively). Since our target is
the public key encryption phase of the POST scheme, we
omit the detailed definitions of these functions, and we use
the RANDOM-JUMP in our proposed scheme. Of course,
we can also use theRANDOM-WAYPOINT function.

B. Hybrid Encryption

Here, we define public key encryption with the
KEM/DEM framework. LetSKE = (E,D) be a symmetric
key encryption scheme. The encryption algorithmE takes
a secret keyK ∈ {0,1}k and a plaintextM, and returns
a ciphertextC. The decryption algorithmD takes a secret
key K ∈ {0,1}k and a ciphertextC, and returns a plaintext
M or ⊥. Let KEM = (KEM.KeyGen,Encaps,Decaps) be
a KEM scheme. The key generation algorithmKeyGen
takes a security parameterλ ∈ N, and returns a pair of
public/secret key(pk,sk). Note thatλ indicates the size of
the underlying group (e.g., the bit length of a prime order).
The encapsulation algorithmEncaps takespk, and returns an
ephemeral keyK ∈ {0,1}k and its encapsulationC. When
a random number is explicitly indicated, then we denote
Encaps(pk; r) which stands for theEncaps algorithm is
executed with a random numberr2. According to our usage,
we assume thatr ∈ {0,1}k. The decapsulation algorithm
Decaps takes sk and C, and returnsK or ⊥. Next, we
describe hybrid encryption as follows:

Definition 1 (Hybrid Encryption):

KeyGen(1λ):
Run (pk,sk)← KEM.KeyGen(1λ) of the underly-
ing KEM scheme. Output(pk,sk).

Enc(pk,M):
Run (C1,K) ← Encaps(pk) and C2 ← E(K,M).
Output (C1,C2).

Dec(sk,C):
Run K←Decaps(sk,C1) andM←D(K,C1). Out-
put M. Note that if eitherDecaps or D outputs⊥
(i.e., eitherC1 or C2 is a invalid ciphertext), then
output⊥.

As in theEncaps algorithm, we denoteEnc(pk,M; r) when
a random numberr ∈ {0,1}k is explicitly indicated. Then,
Encaps(pk; r) is called in theEnc algorithm.

If the random oracle model [17]3 is admitted, then we rec-
ommend the Abe-Kiltz-Okamoto KEM/DEM scheme [18],
which can be implemented with the smallest costs to the
best of our knowledge. However, if sensors can use such
fully random function, then sensors do not have to compute

2Note that the notationr is used as the round counter in our proposal
and the POST scheme. Here, only for the explanation of the public key
encryption, we user as a random number as a matter of principle.

3In the random oracle model, all parties (including the adversary) have
oracle access to a fully random function.



The POST scheme Ours

(K′,C1)← Encaps(pk; r)
C2← E(K,M)

C3← E(K′,K)

(K′,C1)← Encaps(pk;K)

C2← E(K′,M)

- Reducing Complexity forC3

- Countermesure against
the Random-Number-Leakage Problem

- r is revealed by
node-capture attack

Common Part

K is decided by the previous round’s ephemeral
key and all sensor’s deployment information.

r ← PRGA

Figure 1. Our Contribution

its ephemeral key or random number based on the deployed
information in the first place. In addition, it is desired to con-
struct cryptographic schemes without random oracles. For
example, Canetti et. al. [19] shows that there exist signature
and encryption schemes, where are secure in the random
oracle model, but are insecure when replaces random or-
acles with actual hash functions. So, we recommend the
Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM/DEM scheme [7] which can be
implemented with the highest efficiency (in the case without
applying random oracles), to the best of our knowledge. An
adversary cannot control the result of data collections since
the Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM/DEM scheme is CCA secure.

If sensor ability is poor (and usually it is natural as-
sumption in WSNs), then we recommend the ElGamal
KEM/DEM scheme. Although it is secure against chosen
plaintext attack (CPA), two scalar multiplications over a
group is required for encryption. In this case, the sink must
check the decryption result. For example, if the classical
CPA secure ElGamal encryption scheme [20] is applied,
then an adversary can pass off a wrong data to the sink as
follows: LetC1 andC′1 be an encapsulation of the ephemeral
key K and K′, respectively, andC2 be a ciphertext of the
actual data underK. An adversary can obtain(C1,C2,C′1)
on the public channel. Then, the adversary can obtain a
ciphertext (sayC′′1) of K ·K′ from C1 and C′1 by applying
the homomorphic property of the ElGamal encryption. If
(C′′1 ,C2) is sent to the sink, then the sink obtains a wrong
data such thatM′←D(K ·K′,C2). So, it is required that the
sink can verify whether the decryption result is correct or
not (i.e., format check, range check, and so on).

III. T HE PROPOSEDSCHEME

In this section, we propose a modified POST scheme.
Intuitively, our scheme is described as follows. From
deployed information (Rr

j [0], . . . ,R
r
j [c]), a random num-

ber Kr
j (which was used for public key encryption such

that Enc(pk,dr
j ;K

r
j )

4) is generated, and the actual encryp-
tion of data is done by using the KEM key. Function
RandomNumberGeneration(·) is used the sensor’s current
secret state to generate a random number (it is corresponding
to theKeyGeneration function in the POST scheme).

Protocol 1 (The Proposed Scheme):For sensorsj (with
a secret seedK r

j ) at roundr,

1) Move cpr
j from cpr−1

j according to
cpr

j ← RANDOM-JUMP(cpr−1
j ).

2) Pick a new valuetr
j , and broadcasttr

j to neigh-
bors/peers such thatbroadcast(tr

j ).

3) Obtain datad j
r from the around.

4) Generate a new random value from secret state such
that Kr

j ← RandomNumberGeneration(K r
j ).

5) Encryptd j
r (by usingKr

j as the random number) such
that (C1,C2)← Enc(pk,dr

j ;K
r
j ), and store current data

(C1,C2). Note thatC1 is the encapsulation of the KEM
key, andC2 is the ciphertext of the actual datad j

r under
the KEM key. See definition1 for detailed notations.

6) Receive peer contributions such that

While (roundTimer) do
a) Receivetr from sp.
b) SetRr

j [c] = tr
p.

c) Incrementc= c+1.

7) Generate new secret state such thatK r+1
j ←

H(K r
j ||Rr

j [0]|| · · · ||Rr
j [c]).

8) DeleteKr
j andK r

j .

IV. D ISCUSSION

Since we just improve the public key encryption part (the
4th and 5th steps in the proposed scheme) of the POST

4As in the POST scheme, we emphasize that sensors do not have their
own public/secret keys and do not perform any public key decryption.



scheme only (i.e., we do not touch the other part of the
POST scheme), our modified POST scheme inherits crucial
advantages of the original POST scheme. That is, our mod-
ified POST scheme satisfies forward secrecy and backward
secrecy since the original POST scheme satisfies these. In
addition, we reduce the computation and transformation cost
of the ciphertext of the ephemeral secret keyK5. In other
words, we improve the efficiency (both the encryption cost
and the size of the ciphertext), and repair the vulnerability of
the POST scheme to node-capture attack “without detracting
the benefit points of the POST scheme”.

Next, for the sake of clarity, we briefly explain that our
scheme satisfies forward secrecy and backward secrecy as
follows. A secret stateK r

j is updated periodically, using
the one-way hash functionH. If we assume that time is
divided in rounds and letK 0

j be an initial secret state,
the secret state for roundr ≥ 1, say K r

j , is computed as
K r

j ← H(K r−1
j || · · ·). Hence, if adversary learns secret atr

round, it cannot compute any secrets used in prior rounds
due to the one-wayness ofH6. In addition, for updating
a secret state, neighbor’s contributionsRr

j [0], · · · ||Rr
j [c] are

used. When, since the contribution used is random in each
round, no adversary can expect the contribution. Hence, if
adversary learns secret atr round, it cannot compute any
secrets used in future rounds.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we improve the POST scheme from the
viewpoint of both security and efficiency. Our methodology
follows the conventional hybrid encryption usage, and there-
fore we can reduce both the encryption cost and the size of
the ciphertext compared with the POST scheme. By applying
the magnificent idea of the POST scheme (i.e., deployment
information is set as a seed for PRGA) to choose a random
number used in the underlying hybrid encryption scheme, we
also repair the vulnerability of the POST scheme to node-
capture attack. Our proposal is valuable to implement the
POST scheme in the real WSNs environments.
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APPENDIX

Here, we introduce the ElGamal KEM/DEM scheme as
follows. LetG be a cyclic group with prime orderp and we
assume that the decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem
is infeasible overG. If G is a subgroup ofZq with p |
q−1, then we need to require 1024-bit primeq. If elliptic
curve is used, then we just require 170-bit primeq. Note
that a bilinear map (i.g., pairing) can be seen as the DDH
oracle, and therefore we need to require the external Diffie-
Hellman (XDH) assumption [21], [22] or symmetric XDH
(SXDH) [23], [24], where the DDH problem overG is hard
even the pairing is implemented. The XDH assumption hold
in certain subgroups of MNT elliptic curves [25]. Note that
a versatile public-key cryptographic processor suitable for
WSNs has been considered [26].

Protocol 2 (The ElGamal KEM/DEM scheme):

KeyGen(1λ): Choose a generatorg∈G andx∈ Zp ramdomly,
computeh= gx, and outputpk= (g,h) andsk= x.

Enc(pk,M): Chooser ∈ Zp ramdomly, and computeu = gr ,
K = KDF(hr), and e= E(K,M), and outputC =
(u,e).

Dec(sk,C): ComputeK = KDF(ux) and M = D(K,e), and
outputM.

The ElGamal KEM/DEM scheme is CPA secure if all
followings hold; (1) the DDH assumption holds overG, (2)
SKE is a one-time semantically secure symmetric encryption
scheme, and (3)KDF is a secure key derivation function.

Obviously, if the random numberr used in theEnc algo-
rithm is revealed, thenK is also revealed. In our usage, the
encryption algorithm is executed such thatEnc(pk,M;K).
Then, instead of choosing a random number internally,
K is indicated in the outside of the algorithm as the
random number. So, a ciphertext is described as(gK ,e=
E(KDF(hK),M)) only. This is our main methodology to
improve the POST scheme.


